
5. Requests the Member-Governments to . .
comments on (i) the quest" . send In their observations and
M ionnarre sent by the S t Garch 1994 and (ii) Model L . I . . ecre ary- eneral in
XXXIVlDohal9512. egrs anon set out In Doc. No. AALCC/,

6. Also requests the Member-Governments t .
observations on the proposed L I F 0 send their comments and
of Safety Zones for DisPlacede~a ram~work .for the Establishment
prepared by the Secretariat. ersons In their Country of Origin,

7. Directs the Secretariat to t d f h
in light of the comments :e~eive~~a~~ the concept of Safety Zones

8. Decides to include the ite "S
the Agenda of the Thirty-~th ~~~SsiOanndofTtrheatcment~f Refugees" in

e ommIttee.
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(iii) Secretariat Briefs
A. Model Legislation on the Status and

Treatment of Refugees

B. STRUCTURE

The Model Legislation on the Status and Treatment of Refugees
proposed by the Secretariat comprises a preamble and Thrity-one sections
arranged in Three Parts viz. General Provisons; (Sections 1-9); Rights
and Obligations (of Refugees)-(Sections 10-24); and Organizational
Arrangements (Section 25-31). Read together they set out the rationae
personae, and rationae materiae, of the proposed legislation and also
provide for the establishment of an administrative/executive organ to
deal with matters relating to refugee status determination and the rights
and duties of refugees in the receiving State. The last part also makes
provision for quasi-judicial judicial review of decisions in matters relating
to the status and treatment of Refugees. The text of the Model Legislation
on the Status and Treatment of refugees prepared by the Secretariat has
already been circulated amongst Member States and has been annexed
with this study.

b. GENERAL PROVISIONS (Sections 1-9)

. Part I of the Model Legislation comprising nine sections addresses
Itself to such matters as (i) title, purpose and scope fo the proposed Act
(Section 1-3); (ii) Definitions or use of terms (Section 4) (iii) the basic
principles of the treatment of refugee (Section 5); (iv) Meaning of the
term "refugees" (Section 6), (v) determination of a class of persons as
refugees (Section 7); and (vi) exclusion and cessionaI clauses (Sections
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8 and 9). Sections I and 3 dealing with the title and territorial applicability
of the proposed legislation are self-explanatory and require no comment.

Section 2 of the proposed legislation in setting out the purpose seeks
to reinforce and fortify the norm identified in the preamble of the proposed
legislation i.e. the protection of persons who seek refuge. One criticism
hitherto levelled against the legislative approach adopted by States to
regulate refugees has been that the issue of refugee protection is approached
as one of defining not the righ.ts (of the refugees) themselves but rather
the powers vested in refugee officials. It has been argued in this regard
that the protection of refugees rights becomes an exercise of powers and
discretion of those officials rather than enforcement of specific rights
identified and generalized by law. In other cases, it is further argued, the
realization of refugee rights is left to depend ultimately on the Ministerial
descretion.

Mindful of this lacuna in some of the existing national legislations
the AALCC Secretariat has proposed the couching of the purpose of the
Act as establishing "a procedure for granting of refugee status to asylum
seekers, to guarantee to them fair and due treatment and to establish the
requisite machinery therefor".

(i) Basic principles

Section 5 of the Model Legislation whilst enumerating the basic
principles of the treatment of refugees seeks to ensure that an asylum
seeker receives fair and due treatment from state officials engaged in
relief and assistance work for the refugees. The other principles enumerated
in this section are non-refoulement non-discrimination, and the principle
of family unity.

(a) Non-refoulement

The principle of non-refoulement has been incorporated in all regional
and international instruments relating to the status and treatment of refugees,
including the AALCC Bangkok Principles and thus requires no explanation
or justification for its inclusion. It may be stated, however, that the
principle of non-refoulement is neither absolute nor universal. The clauses
allowing exceptions to the principles of non-refoulement are incorporated
in the 1951 Convention, the 1967 Declaration on Territorial Asylum as
well as the Bangkok Principles of 1966 are a pointer that this principle
is not absolute. In Japan-which has acceded to the 1951 Convention-
the Courts are known to allow refoulement when the Minister of Justice
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"seriously
finds the application of the principle of non-refoulement
detrimental to the interests of Japan and security thereof'.

(b) r-ton_Discrimination

The principle of non-discrimination has hitherto been incorporated in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 and the OA U Convention
Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee problems in Africa, 1969.
The International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial
Discrimination, 1965, the International Covenant on Civil and political
Rights, 1966 and the practice of States more than affirm that the principle
of non_discrimination is a generally accepted principle of international
laW and that discriminatory practices of States are not permissible. However,
as much as the reference to a "membership of a particular social group
or political opinions" found in Article IV of the OAU Convention is
omitted in the present clause the principle of non-discrimination incorporated
herein may be considered as narrow and restricted in its scope and therefore
may require further consideration. .

(c) Family Unity

As regards the principle of family unity, it draws its strength from the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, the practice of competent
international organizations in the field of humanitarian affairs as well as
from the practice of States. The International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights 1966; the International Convention on the
Protection of all Migrant Workers and Members of their Families, 1990
and the 1984 Declaration of Cartagena adopted by Central and South
American States and the African Charter on Human and People's Rights,
1981 all incorporate the principle of family unity. It may be stated that
the concept of family unity may be found in Article 37 of the Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations, 1961, which admits of and allows
immunity in respect of the family of a diplomatic agent. More recently
the Convention of the Rights of Child, 1990 reaffirmed the principle of

family unity.

(ii) Definition of Refugee (Sections 6 and 7)

Sections 6 and 7 define the rationae personae of the proposed legislation
and are at the core of the matter of refugee status determination both in
respect of individuals and-in the event of a large influx-the determination
of the status of a group or class of persons as refugees. Historically, the
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term refugee was used in various instruments prior to 1951 to refer to the
ethnic or territorial origins of different uprooted groups, and to their loss
of national protection. There was in those instruments no reference to
persecution in the sense that this term is currently employed.

The first formal reference to persecution as part of the refugee definition
came in the 1946 Constitution of the International Refugee Organization
(hereinafter called the IRO), a temporary specialized agency of the United
Nations and the predecessor of UNHCR. Paragraph 7 (a)(i) of Section C
of the Constitution of the IRO referred to a "persecution or fear, based
on reasonable grounds owing to race, religion, nationality or political
opinions?" as being a valid objection to repatriation. Paragraph 3 of
Section A of Part I extended IRO's competence to the "victims of Nazi
persecution" still within their country of origin. IRO's Constitution also
made reference for the first time to "displaced persons" as well as refugees-
a concept which came to be extensively applied to UNHCR's mandate.

Thereafter the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights in 1948
alluded everyone's right to seek asylum from "persecution," without further
defining the term, and the General Assembly employed the term "well-
founded fear of persecution" for specified reasons as the central criterion
in determining the ambit of UNHCR's Statute.

This definition was essentially repeated in the 1951 Convention relating
to the Status of Refugees while its application was limited to victims of
persecution as a result of events occurring before January, 1951. The
extent and scope of the term "refugee" was, however, expanded in as
much as it included "membership of a social group" as one of the possible
causes of persecution. States parties could also, if they desired, restict the
causative events to those occurring in Europe. The 1967 protocol to the
Convention removed both the temporal limitation as well as the optional
geographic limitation from this definition.

The definitions of the term "refugee" in the Convention and Protocol
have, since 1967, remained unchanged, although it may be recalled that
Recommendation E of the Final Act of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries
which adopted the Convention in 1951, urged all States parties to extend
its benefits as far as possible to persons who did not fall within its strict
ambit. While this, of course, is not binding on States it is indicative of
the general agreement, at that time, of the need for a liberal interpretation
of the term refugee, by States in determining as to who should receive
international protection.

• Section B
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This need also became very apparent in regard to the UNHCR's
tivities, and by the 1960s the need for groups outside the original

~tutOry definition to be assisted was clear, particularly in the wake of
~ General Assembly resolution on the Granting of Independence to
C:lonial Peoples and the independence movements in Africa.

Consequently there were a series of General Assembly resolutions,
xtending over the next two decades, which formally endorsed the High

~ommissioner' s involvement with a much broader category of exiles.
Thus in 1959 the General Assembly requested the High Commissioner to
use his "good offices" to transmit contributions to "refugees not within
the competence of the United Nations" (without defining this phrase
further). Then from 1961 to 1963 a series of General Assembly resolutions
endorsed UNHCR activities for refugees within the High Commissioner's
mandate "or those for whom he extends his good offices".

This liberalizing trend was reinforced in 1969 by the OAU Convention
Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee problems in Africa, which
added to the statutory refugee definition an important expansion of the
term in so far as it applied in Africa, viz., that:

"Refugee" shall also apply to every person who, owing to external
aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously
disturbing public order in either part or the whole of his country
of origin or nationality, is compelled to leave his place of habitual
residence in order to seek refuge in another place outside his
country of origin or nationality"

This expanded definition remains the most formal extension of the
refugee concept accepted by Governments, and has, following proposals
made at the Arusha Conference of Refugees in Africa in 1979, been
endorsed by the General Assembly as applying to UNHCR's activities in
the African continent.

~ections 6 and 7 of the model legislation are based on these
conslderations. An additional factor in the favour of the term refugee
adopted in section 6 is that most of the African States that have during
~e 1980s enacted legislation relating to the status and treatment of refugees

ave adopted somewhat similar definitions.

(W) Exclusion clause (Section 8)

The previous conduct of an asylum seeker is a significant input in the
decision concerning his refugee status to the point of automatically excluding
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him from the protective umbrella of the international instruments. Thus,
where a person has committed a crime against peace, a war crime or a
crime against humanity or a serious non-political crime outside the country
of refuge prior to his admission to that country as a refugee, or has been
guilty of acts contrary to the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations,
he can not claim refugee status under the proposed Act. Nor can the
benefit of the principle of non-refoulement be claimed by a person who
on reasonable grounds is regarded as a danger to the security of the
country in which he is, or who having been convicted by a final judgment
of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the community of
that country. Such serious offences as the Unlawful Seizures of Aircraft,
the Taking of Hostages and murder are just and fair grounds for extradition
or expulsion of the individual.

This exclusion clause as incorporated in Article 1 (F) of the 1951
Convention has since been adopted in several national laws, for instance
Article 8 of the Malawi Refugee Act, 1989; Section 3(4) of the Zimbabwe
Refugee Act, 1983 and Section 3(2) of the Lesotho Refugee Act 1989.
Article 33 paragraph 2 of the 1951 Convention, Article 3 of the General
Assembly Declaration on Territorial Asylum 1967 and the 1966 Bangkok
Principles are among the instruments which affirm the exception to the
rule of non-refoulement. In sum, the principle of non-refoulement is not
absolute and the term "refugee" excludes fugitives from justice.

Among the primary duties of a refugee is not to have committed a
COmmon crime. For if he has, he can be excluded from the country of
refuge. The aim of the exclusion clause Article 1 F of the 1951 Convention
is to protect the community of a receiving country from the danger of
admitting a refugee who has committed a serious common crime and to
ensure that he does not enjoy the benefit of refugee status so as to
exonerate himself from justice. It also seeks to render due justice to a
refugee who has committed a common crime of a less serious nature or
has committed a political offence. Only a crime committed or presumed
to have been committed by an applicant "outside the country of refuge
prior to his admission to that country as a refugee" is a ground for
exclusion.

A refugee committing a serious crime in the country of refuge is
subject to due process of law in that country. Article 32 of the 1951
Geneva Convention provides that a refugee lawfully in the territory of a
contracting State shall not be expelled "save on grounds of national
security or public order". Such a refugee shall be expelled only in pursuance
of a decision reached in accordance with due process of law. Except
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. . otherwise require the refugee
compelling reasons. of n.atlOnal secunt; himself, and to appeal to and

wh~~ be allowed to submlt eVidence to cleaetent authority". Further Article
sha resented for the purpose before comp wever rovides in paragraph 2
be re~ich prohibits expulsion or retur~ ho may ~e expelled when "there
33 ;under extreme circumstance~.a re(~f~~ as a danger to the security of
tha reasonable gro~nds fo~ regar l~g having been convicted by a final
:: country in WhIC~ hIe ;yS, ~:ri:u~' crime constitutes a danger to the

t of a parUcu ar
J"udgmen "nity of that country .
commu

(iv) cessation Clause
. in connection with which a person has ~een

When the circumstances d to exist he can no longer contmue
d a refugee have cease . . lity

recognize as . hi self of the protection of the country of his nauona 1
to refuse to avatl im f hi s nationality or to return to the country of
or return to the country 0 h the 1951 Convention ceases to apply.

id e In sue case .
his habitual r~sl enc '. . d es not apply to persons receiving protect~on
The Convention afortLOrI 0 . h th the UNHCR. This cessation

f gans or agencies ot er an .
or assistance rom or . . I' been incorporated in Section
clause of the 1951 Conventl~n ~a~ mte~ af~~ee Act 1983 and Article 4 of
3 paragraph 5(l)(a) of the Zim a we e
the Lesotho Refugee Act, 1983. f

. it may be recalled, two orms
The Statute of the UNHCR envisages. s viz voluntary repatriation

of permanent solution for the problem ofI refugee ities paras a band c of
. .., . t ew nationa commun ".

or their aSSimIlation 10 0 n f t th se objectives and draws Its
Section 9 of the propsed mo~el con o~mh 0 A~LCC Bangkok Principles,
strength inter alia from Article II 0 t e
1966.

c. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF REFUGEES (Sections 10-24)

(I) Rights of Refugees

.' fi.ift n sections (10 to 24)
Part II of the Model Legislation compns1Og l ee hil t i the

addresses itself to the Right and Obligations of Refugees w 1 sm.
. The first of these VIZ.

territories of the State affording them protecuon'at . formulations.
section 10 addressed to the rights of refug~s.offers te~atl~e set out in the
Option A is based on the express recogmtion of all righ . d
regional and universal conventions to which the St,ate

f
IS as,partl'nYt:a:e

" f to the term re ugeerecOgnizeS and accepts the re erences d b and. .zed and protecte Y
IDItruments as references to refugees re~ogn~ it inspiration from

r the proposed Act. This formulation raws 1 s
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ectron 12 of the Zimbabwe Refugee Act, 1983. This alternative would
require that either the specific provisions of the instruments which are to
be given effect be set out in a schedule or annexed to the proposed act
or be identified and included in the corpus of the Statute.

The Second alternative i.e. option B is somewhat restrictive in its
scope of application and apart from fair and due treatment without
discrimination restricts the rights of the refugees to those that are generally
accorded to aliens in particular such matters as right to property, right to
transfer assets, and the rights to engage in agriculture industry etc. It may
be recalled in this regard that the Bangkok Principles concerning Treatment
of Refugees adopted by the AALCC had included the minimum standard
of treatment and that Article VI of those Principles provided inter alia
that a State shall accord to refugees treatment in no way less favourable
than that accorded to aliens and that the standard of the treatment shall
include the rights relating to aliens to the extent that they are applicable
to refugees.

A refugee whether he is in the territory of the State of asylum,
transit, or in the receiving State for resettlement enjoys certain basic civil
rights. Article 14(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights stipulates:
"Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum
from persecution". The Preamble to the 1951 Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees reaffirms that "human beings shall enjoy fundamental
rights and freedoms without discrimination" and the Convention endeavours
to assure refugees the widest possible exercise of these fundamental
rights and freedoms.

The rights and protection to be afforded or granted to a refugee by
a State are obligatory not only under the Convention but also under
customary international law and general principles recognized by nations.
It may be recalled in this regard that the Bangkok Principles adopted by
the AALCC in 1966 recognizes this principles and a State, party to the
1951 Geneva Convention and its 1967 Protocol thereto, is obliged to
grant the protection and rights to the refugees as described in the instruments.
The 1951 Geneva Convention primarily codified the then existing
international custom and general principles of law on the international
legal rights and obligations of refugees.

(ii) Established Standards of Treatment

While the Convention on Refugees 1951 envisages the same treatment
as is accorded to aliens generally, it goes a little further with respect to
some specific rights, in respect of which refugees are granted more favourable
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. he four established standards of
t than that accorded to ahens. T tent accorded to nationals;

aUllen . I tent i e the trea m id .ue are: (i) NatlOna trea m . .. nt of habitual resi ence,
ueatment~eatment accorded to natlOnals of thed~O;to~ationals of a foreign
(~~~~ost_favoured-Nation treatment a~~~ras possible and, in any event,
(ttt) . nd (iv) Treatment as favoura li s generally in the same
country, a ble than that accorded to a ien
oot lesS favoura
circumstances.

tional treatment
<a) Na d to refugees as regards (a) fre.edom

This standard is generally accordel·· s education of their chtldrenr· and the re Igtou d 2) (c)ractice their re igion Article 16, paragraphs 1 an ; c
to p. le 4); (b) access to courts ( h have completed three years
~~~earning employment of ~~f~~::S aWsp~use or one or more children
residence in the countr~ or W countr (Article 17, paragraph 2); (d)

ssessing the nationahty of the edu~ation (Article 22, paragraph 1);
:tioning (Article 20~ (e) ~lementa:~sistance (Article 23); (g) matters. of
(f) the right to pubhc r~hef and. (Article 24) and (viii) taxation (Arncte
)about' legislation and SOCIalsecunty

29). bit Ided to nationals of ha I ua
~ '!be standard of treatment accor

residency .
ith regard to (a) the protectton

This treatment is accorded to refuge~s WI . trade marks and trade
rt such as 1OventlOnS, . I

of their intellectual prope y, . f and scientific works (ArtIC e
names and of their rights in literary, artl.S ic d (d) exemption from

, ( ) legal assistance an
14), (b) access to courts, C . han that of their habitual residence
cautio judicatum solvi in countnes other t
(Article 16, paragraph 3).

(c) Most-favoured-nation treatment
. es as re ards (a) their right to f~rm

This treatment IS granted to refuge g. t· ns and trade umons
. . . . d ofit making assocta 10 .

and join non-pohttcal an non-pr. earning employment, If the
(Article 15), (b) the right to engage 10dv:~ge- ecessary for the enjoyment
refugees concerned do not fulfil the con mons n
of national treatment (Article 17, paragraph 1).

th th t accorded to aliens
(d) Treatment not less favourable an a

favourable as possible and in any
The principles of treatment as rded to aliens is applied to refugees

event not less favourable then that acco
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with regard to (a) .... h acquisrtton of movable d ing ts a~d interests (Article 13) . (b) than .I~movable property, property
account 10 agriculture, industry h~nd. / ng t to engage on their own
comme~cial and .industrial co~pani:~ra;~;nd commerce, and to establish
professions (Article 19); (d) to obt . ( cI~ 18), (c) to practice liberal
benefit from higher education (Arft~~~ h;~S1Og (Article 21); and (e) toe , paragraph 2).

(iii) Obligations of Refugees (Section 12)

The principle of national soverei nt .refugees, conform to the laws an g y re~Ulres that all persons includin
as --:ell as to the measures takend ::;ulauons of the country of asylu!
Section 11 of the Model Le . I. the maintenance of public ord
th I gIS anon draw it er.

e 951 Convention and Article 3 of th: I s strength fro.m Article 2 ofOAU Convention of 1969

(iv) Provisional Measures (Section 14) .

Article 8 of the 1951 Conventi .
other grave and exceptional circ:r;::~n stipulates that in time of war or
me,::~res essential to national securit;n:~ha State may take provisional
pen .1Oga determination that the per .. e case of a particular person
co~t1Ouance of such measures is ne son IS I~ fa~t a refugee and that the
national security. The stipulation of Article 10 his case in the interest of
t~ the Status of Refugees, 1951 should I~ e 8 of the Convention Relating
P the Fourth Geneva Convention I . e read together with Article 44

ersons in Time of War 1949 A . re atmg to the Protection of C· ·1·. t li ,. rticle 44 f h ivuian
~ner: ta stipulates that in applyin th 0 t e Fourth Geneva Convention
mf w ose jurisdiction protected pe; e ;reasures of control the powe;
re ugees as enemy aliens, eXclusive~~n~n I~d ~e~selves shall not treat
d. ORGAN e asis of their nationality.

IZATIONAL ARRANGE MENTS (Sections 25-36)

States gen 11 d .
f

era y etermme th .o refugees and displaced err own policies regarding the ad . .
which' persons and there' mISSIon
free to require ~he admission of refugees an'::'d

no
;ntemational conventions

~:=d~~~c:~o: t~:~~~~;::s r;~u!;:!~ns ~:~:~~~::~;:~~~::~o~:
itanan principles of international Ia~l1ded by generally acceptable

Several States are also k .
:::,,:y reject refugees without ::::;;r:::e:;:,,;,,;n refugees at the border and

avaif::I:I, ~:;~:n;rt::g~~~;:u!e:~':'u7~:;:;:':~;:ti;fu:!~:~;
p on the procedures employed b
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Stales Parties to the 1951 Convention and to the Protocol of 1967 thereto,
only 28 States permitted app~als. In Malawi, for instance, any person
whO is dissau~fred WIth a decIS>on of the Refugee Comm/tt~e m reg~rd

hiS applicauon for refugee status or revocaunn of ,IS dOC's>on granung
~rn refugee status may appeal ill the Minister and the Minister may

confirm, set aside or vary the deCISion.
The two-fold thrust of Part III of the Model Legislation is to provide

a machinery for refugee status determination by a Bureau,/Department,l
Division or Unit of the receiving State. In practice, however, the refugee
,;talUSJetermination machinery varies from State to State. Thus, in Thailand
the Government officials involved in the refugee status determination
proCess for the Vietnamese Boat People were all drawn from the Ministry
of Interior, who based the" dectSlOns on the recommendal>ons of lawyers
and the appeals considered by more senior officials from the same Ministry.
In Malaysia the responsibility of refugee statuS deteminatio

n
both in the

i.itial stages and the review stages was entrusted to the National Task
Force for Vietnamese IIIegal Immigrant composed of officials from the
ArmY, Navy and police. There the National Task Force, in turn, is known
to have appointed officers to interview asylum seekers and both the first
jnsIance and review decisions were taken by senior officials of the National
Task Force. In the Philippines the asylum seekers were interviewed and
first instance decisions made by immigration officials. Appeals against
the first instance decisions were reviewed by an Appeal Board comprising

senior Government officials.
The African State practice is not very divergent. In Nigeria, a National

Commission for Refugees, an Eligibility Commission and an Appeal Board
for refugee Status determination and safeguarding the rights of asylum
seekers were established in 1989. In Zimbabwe the Refugees Act of 1983
provides that any person who is aggrieved by a refusal of the Commissioner
to recognize him as a refugee may appeal in writing to the Minister "The
right to appeal against a negative decision of the Commissioner may also
be executed in the event of withdrawal of recognition of a person as a
refugee. In Malawi too, as mentioned above, any person dissatisfied with
a decision in regard to his application for a refugee Status or revocation
of the decision granting refugee status to him may appeal to the Minister
who may confirm, set aside or vary the decision.
. The Lesotho Refugee Act incorporates somewhat detailed provisions
m this regard and establishes an Inter-ministerial Committee for the
determination of Refugee Status, and a Refugee Advisory Board. Under
that Act where the Minister on the advice of the Inter-ministerial Committee
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for the Determination of Refugee Status .
asylum seeker as a refugee that decIdes not to recognize an
M· . person has th . hIOlster to reconsider his a I" e fig t to re-apply to thepp IcatlOn and th M' .matter to the Advisory B d h e rnrster may refer theoar w 0 (the B d)
recommendation on the same to th M" oar shall then make
Lesotho Act goes on to stipulate th et ~nIster for a final decision. The
the applicant's case the Ministe d .id w ere ~fter the reconsideration of
h. r eCI es to reject th .t e CommIttee or the Board th li e recommendatIOn of

appropriate relief from the High ~ ap~ IC;~t shall have the right to seek an
'. ou 0 esotho regarding his application

It IS agamst this backdrop that Part .
Legislation entitled Organizatio I A III of th~ draft of the Model
institutional and administrative na hi rrangements alms at establishing an

mac mery for matt d I' .status determination. This part of th d f ers ea 109 with refugee
an executive organ and a revi / ell ra t proposes the establishment of

'. " ew appe ate body fo th . .or quasi JudIcIal review of the d " r e purpose of judicia]
(S . ecisrons or ord f h .ecnons, 25, 26 and 27) Th' I'.. ers 0 t e execunv- body. . ISpart a so explIcltl id
and functIOns of both the execnn YProVI es the composition. xecutlve organs as w II h .
authonty and other matters all" d hei .e .as t e review/appellate

re to t err function mg. (Section 28 to 36).
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ASIAN AFRICAN LEGAL CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE

Model Legislation on the Status and Treatment of Refugees

An Act for the recognition and protection of persons who seek
refugee status within the territory of this country.

Be it enacted by (as, for example, the Parliament, or the President
and Parliament, etc of the concerned country) as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Short title-This Act/Law shall be called the Refugees (Recognition
and Protection) Act, (year of enactment).

2. Purpose of the Act-The purpose of this Act is to establish a
procedure for granting of refugee status, to asylum seekers, to guarantee
to them fair and due treatment and to establish the requisite machinery
therefor.

3. Scope of the Act-This Act shall apply throughout the territory
of this State or in such areas of the State as the Government may notify.

4. Definitions-In this Act, unless the text otherwise requires-

(1) Asylum seeker' means an alien who in need of protection, seeks
recognition and protection as a refugee.

(2) Member of his family', in relation to a refugee includes-

(a) the spouse (s) of the refugee;

(b) any unmarried child of the refugee under the age of
majority;

(c) the father and mother of the refugee who, by reason of age
or disability, are, mainly dependent upon the refugee for
support; and

(d) any other person related to the refugee by blood or marriage
who is solely dependent upon him;

(3) 'Identity Card' means a document issued under the provisions
of this Act to a recognized refugee.

(4) 'Refugee' means a refugee as defined in Article 6;
(5) 'Refugee Committee' means the Committee established as an

administrative organ by and under the provisions of this Act.
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